
"Sin2Ie-Ended" Push-Pull Amplifier 
Overcoming Effects of Output Transformer Primary Leakage Inductance 

A 
interesting push-pull output stage has recently 
been developed and describedl by A. G. P. 
Peterson and D. B. Sinclair of the General 

Radio Company (Cambridge, Massachusetts). The 
basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1 and it wiU be seen 
that the output valves arc connected in series as far 
as the d,e. supply is concerned, but that the a.e. load 
is effectively shared by the two valves in parallel. 

Several advantages accrue from this arrangement. 
With an output impedance one-half instead of twice 
the optimwn load required by onc of the output 
valves, the output transformer is easier to design, 
or it may be eliminated altogether if a valve such 
as the 6AS7 is used. This double-triode power 
valve has an a.e. resistance per section of only 280 
ohms, and it should be possible to wind a loudspeaker 
speech coil to provide the optimum load for two 
sections in parallel without increasing unduly the 
mass of the coil. 

If required, the output stage can be driven from 
a balanced phase-splitter with direct grid coupling, 
the anode load resistor of the phase-splitter being 
connected to the mid-point of the output stage. Bias 
for the top valve can then be obtained in the correct 
polarity by tapping off the volt drop in this resistor. 
Unfonunately the drop in the cathode circuit of the 
phase-splitter is of the wrong polarity and must be 
backed off in order to supply the lower valve with 
correct bias. 

The chief advantage claimed for the circuit is that 
it provides an alternative solution to the use of 
bifilar-wound transformers: for eliminating the 
switching transients often experienced with normal 
push-pull stages when swinging from one valve to 
the other under Class B or Class AB conditions, when 
there is leakage inducta$lce between the two halves 
of the primary.' 

Against these advantages must be set the practical 
difficulties of working with twice the nonnal h.t. 
voltage (or of using a parallel d.c. feed circuit in
volving the use of large bypass capacitors), 
and of obtaining an adequate driving 
voltage from the phase-splitter, since th�re 
is inherent negative feedback between the 
output and the anode supply to the driver 
stage. Another limitation is the capacitance 
to earth of the anode of the driver stage, 
which sets an upper limit on the frequency 
response of the system; while this can be 
controlled as far as the range of audio 
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frequencies is concerned, it seems unlikely that the 
circuit will be suitable for video frequencies. 

For the practical realization of an audio amplifier 
�sing this principle, an output transformer with a 
split primary is convenient. In some conventional 
push-pull transformers the two halves of the primary 
are brought out to separate terminals, and can be 
used to carry the screen currents (in opposition) if 
beam tetrode output valves are employed, or to feed 
the d.c. to the anodes in paralJel in order to halve 
the h.t. supply voltage required (Fig. 2). Leakage 
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Fig. I. 80sic circuit of output stog� with phose-spliU�t 
dtiv�r. 

Fig. 2. Th� use of 0 split primary winding (or parollel 
conn�ction of th� h.t. supply to th� output onod�s. 
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